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1.  What does VCPR mean?  ____________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 
 

2.  A _______________contains dead or weakened bacteria or viruses and is used to treat 

or prevent diseases by immunizing animals and humans against  

the diseases caused by the same bacteria or viruses.   
 

3.  Mature dogs have how many teeth? ________________________________ 
 

4.  What is the purpose of showmanship? _______________________________ 

      _____________________________________________________________ 
 

5.   _______________ is the most expensive ingredient in dog food.   
 

6.   Lyme disease is transmitted by _________  and carried by what other  

animal?  ____________________       
 

7.  A dog’s _______________________________ is comprised of the heart, blood vessels, 

lymph nodes and spleen.   
 

8.  Neutering a male dog and spaying a female reduces the chance of  

_________________________________ 
 

9.  Know the titles of important jobs in a dog show.  Draw lines to match the job with the 

person below.   

  

In charge of the show                         Steward 

Controls the flow of exhibitors in and out of the show ring    Judge 

Evaluates the skills demonstrated in dog show classes       Superintendent 

 



10.  The first and most important step in stacking your dog is 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________. 
 

11.  Dogs that have been trained and tested to be well-behaved at home  

and in the community may be recognized by the American Kennel Club as  

        __________________________.     
 

12. What is fifth toe on the inside of a dog’s front foot called? ______________         
 

13. What breeds were developed to burrow into the earth when chasing other  

animals?  _______________________ 
 

14. Name five terms for a dog whose parents are of different breeds.   

 

 ________     _________       _________         _________           _________        
 

15. 4-H Dog classes are modeled after _________________________ classes. 
 

16. Name the six categories of nutrients.   

 

_____________________________ _____________________________ 

_____________________________ _____________________________ 

_____________________________ _____________________________ 

 


